Introduction
Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols provide channel access control mechanisms for nodes in networks. An Efficient MAC protocol can make full use of the limited bandwidth in Ad Hoc network. Several MAC protocols are used in Ad Hoc networks. They can be classified into three types. Such as Five-Phase Reservation Protocol (FPRP) [1] , Evolutionary Time Division Multiple Access (E-TDMA) [2] are based on slot assignment. Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA) [3] , IEEE 802.11DCF [4] are based on contention. And hybrid protocols, such as TDMA/CSMA [5] , are based both on contention and reservation. The MAC protocols based on Time Division Multiplex Access (TDMA) has the advantages of non-conflict, maximum transmission delay controllable.
A TDMA-based MAC protocol for Mobile Ad Hoc network requires a fast and efficient slot assignment. The Five-Phase Reservation Protocol (FPRP) is a fully-distributed protocol for mobile Ad Hoc network, and is suitable for a large network, or a network whose size changes dynamically [1] . Many studies on FPRT are presented. Reference [6] swapped the order of slots and cycles in FPRP frame, which made the number of transmission nodes in each slot nearly equally. Reference [7] makes nodes maintaining a table of slots assignment which their neighbor nodes had held. Nodes contend slots based on the table when next reservation starts. Reference [8] proposed a three-phase reservation protocol based on FPRP, each slots contain only one reservation cycle.
However, the length of a frame is fixed in FPRP [1] , but not all reservation cycles are fully used, as discussed in next section, the reservation cycles decrease with slots sequence number increasing. Obviously, FPRP creates an unnecessary time delay in slots assignment, which can be decreased by change the frame structure.
For the reduction in reservation cycles for FPRP, a modified FPRP (MFPRP) is proposed in this paper to make the time slots assignment more fast and efficient. MFPRP changes the number of reservation cycles in the frame structure of FPRP, and then the frame length of FPRP is reduced. As a result of it, the packet delay will decrease compare with FPRP.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we overview the FPRP protocol, discuss the frame structure of FPRP and the five phase reservation of an information slot. Section 3, the information reservation process and the average reservation cycles in each reservation slots are analyzed. Section 4 presents the modification MAC protocol based on FPRP. In section 5, we analyze the throughput and reservation cycles between FPRP and MFPRP from simulation results. In section 6, we'll have a conclusion of the paper.
The FPRP Protocol
The FPRP uses a five phase reservation process to establish TDMA slot assignments that are nonconflicting. The reservation process for a given node only involves nodes within a two hop radius, and no coordination is necessary with more distant nodes. Thus it is a parallel and distributed protocol.
The frame structure of FPRP is shown in Fig. 1 In FPRP, it is assumed that every node keeps a global time. A node can transmit or receive, but cannot do both at the same time.
In first phase, a node which wants to make a reservation sends a reservation report (RR) packet with probability p . Other nodes nearby receive the RR packet at the same time.
However, some nodes may receive multiple RR in second phase, in that case, the nodes will send a collision report (CR) to their neighbor nodes. When receiving a CR, nodes will cease to contend until next cycle coming.
At third phase, if a node which had sent a RR doesn't receive CR packet, then it will send a reservation confirmation (RC) to check the slot reservation.
In the fourth phase, the nodes received RC will broadcast a reservation acknowledgement (RA) if the slot can be reserved. The RA packet also informs nodes two hops away from the transmission node the success reservation.
In fifth phase, two kinds of packets are transmitted. A packing packet (PP), which serves to make the broadcasting pattern denser in a given slot, and an elimination packet (EP), which is used to remove possible deadlocks (DL) between adjacent broadcast nodes. RR (1) The reservation probability p is derived by multi-hop pseudo-Bayesian broadcast [1] , which based on pseudo-Bayesian broadcast [9] . Fig. 2 gives an example of FPRP. In phase 1, nodes 1, 3 and 7 send RR to their neighbors. Their RR creates a collision at node 2, so it transmits CR to nodes 1 and 3 in phase 2, then nodes 1and 3 cease to contend this time. Node 7 doesn't hear a CR in phase 2, so it sends RC telling nodes 6 and 8 of its confirmation of its reservation. In phase 4, nodes acknowledge the reservation by sending RA, which also inform nodes 5 and 9 the reservation two hops away from 7. In phase 5, there are two kinds of packet to transmit, nodes 5 and 9 send PP to announce a recent success of node 7 to nodes three hops away from 7, at the same time, node 7 sends EP to eliminate deadlock.
Slot Reservation Analysis
FPRP allows a node occupy only one slot in an information frame. Once a node has processed a slot, it will cease contending for slot. Hence the reservation cycles in the latter slots are fewer than that of the former slots. However, the length of a frame is invariant. Thus the reservation cycles in a frame are not fully used.
Let's illustrate this process by an example. Considering a mesh shape network, it contains 36 nodes which are distributed in a 66  unit. Fig. 3 shows the changes of transmission nodes' number in this network. When a FPRP frame begins, in the first slot, all nodes process no slot and certainly will contend for this slot. As shown in Fig. 3 (a) , and about 7 nodes success, using about 14 reservation cycles. In the fifth slot, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) , fewer nodes contend in current slot, most of nodes have acquired a slot, the number of reservation cycles is nearly 3. In the eighth slot, as shown in Fig. 3 (c) , the transmission nodes are further decreasing. Fig. 3 (d) presents the contention nodes' number in the tenth slot, all nodes except one have completed slot reservation, using only one cycle. The illustration shown in Fig.3 clearly demonstrates the change in the number of transmission nodes during different slot. From the illustration we observed that fewer nodes acquire a slot in the latter slots. Further more, were the results of multiple simulation experiments averaged, the trend would be more visible.
By simulating FPRP schedule 200 times in this network, the averaged number of transmission nodes in different slots is shown in Fig.4 . From the figure we observed that the bigger the slot sequence number is, the fewer nodes contend for the slot. Since once a node has reserved a slot, it will cease contending for other slots, the number of contending nodes will accordingly reduce in latter slot. As a result of it, the average number of transmission nodes in each slot is reducing as slot sequence number increases. As the reduction of reservation cycles and transmission nodes in the latter slots, a more rapid slots assignment can be achieved by changing the assignment number of RC in each reservation slot.
For there are fewer and fewer nodes contending for slot in latter slots, slots can be easily reserved with fewer reservation cycles. It would be unnecessary to assign the same reservation cycles in each reservation slot of a FPRP frame. As is shown in Fig. 5 , the reservation cycles used for a node to contend for a slot is approximately linear decreasing with slot sequence number increase.
Modified FPRP Protocol
Therefore, we modify the FPRP frame structure by setting the arranged number of RC in a reservation slot linearly decreased with slot sequence number increase. For instance, if there are M reservation cycles in RS1, then in next slot RS2, the value M will be decreased by one. Consequently, in RSn, the number of RC will be In the modified FPRP (M-FPRP), five phases to complete slot reservation mechanism is still used. Every node updates contention probability by multi-hop Bayesian broadcast as it is in FPRP. The frame structure of M-FPRP is shown in Fig. 7 . In the frame of M-FPRP, there is still a reservation frame (RF) followed by several information frames (IF). Nodes contend for slots in reservation frame. There are N reservation slots (RS) in a RF. If a node has successfully reserved an information slot (IS) in its corresponding reservation slot (RS) of reservation frame (RF), it will use this information slot (IS) in the following information frames (IF) to transmit packets. For each reservation slot, there will be a linear decrease in numbers of reservation cycles as slot sequence number increase.
In M-FPRP, by changing the number of reservation cycles, the total slots assignment time will reduce nearly a half compare with FPRP, which makes the slots assignment more rapid. It is helpful for mobile Ad Hoc network to decrease packet transfer delay. Simulation experiments in section Ⅳ will show the number of transmission nodes and the number of reservation cycles in each slot by running M-FPRP.
Simulation Experiments:
Assume that there are N nodes in the network are distributed in a NN  units, their location are generated randomly. The number of nodes varies from 100 to 400, and the transmission range R=1.5 for all of them. The simulations were performed 200 times and the simulation results were averaged. Set the simulation parameters R1=0.8, R2=0.6, R3=0.33 respectively. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 .
The averaged number of reservation cycles required per slot is shown in Fig.8 . For FPRP, the reservation cycles (RC) in each reservation slot (RS) are decreased with slot sequence number increase. While the node number in the network is growing from 100 to 400, the reservation cycles (RC) of Fig. 9 , the average number of transmission nods in each information slot (IS) doesn't reduce obviously. Therefore, the throughput in network is not affected when the reservation cycles (RC) decrease by linear. The simulation results show that, by reducing the reservation cycles, the M-FPRP can reduce the slot assignment time in a reasonable way without influencing the throughput in network.
Conclusion:
An evolutionary MAC protocol based on FPRP for decreasing packet transfer delay is proposed in this paper. The slots assignment time in FPRP is also discussed. As analyzed in this paper, there are quite a lot of reservation cycles in slots are not fully used, especially in latter slots, as the number of contention nodes decrease in latter slot. Therefore, we propose a modified protocol based on FPRP by readjust the frame structure in FPRP. Setting different reservation cycles due to different reservation slots, the slots assignment time will be greatly reduced. Simulation results show that the throughput of M-FPRP is equivalent to that of FPRP whereas slot reservation cycles are reduced.
